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STM Studies of the Electronic Structure of Vortex Cores in Bi2Sr2CaCu2O81d
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We report on low temperature scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) studies of the electronic structure
of vortex cores in Bi2Sr2CaCu2O81d. At the vortex core center, an enhanced density of states is observed
at energies near V � 67 meV. Spectroscopic imaging at these energies reveals an exponential decay
of these “core states” with a decay length of 22 6 3 Å. The fourfold symmetry sometimes predicted for
d-wave vortices is not seen in spectroscopic vortex images. A locally nodeless order parameter induced
by the magnetic field may be consistent with these measurements.

PACS numbers: 74.50.+r, 61.16.Ch, 74.72.Hs, 75.30.Hx
In conventional type II superconductors, the order pa-
rameter (OP) is suppressed in the cores of quantized mag-
netic vortices [1] and recovers over a distance of about one
coherence length j. Bound quasiparticle states can exist
inside these cores [2] with lowest energy given approxi-
mately by E � D2�2EF , where EF is the Fermi energy
and D is the superconducting energy gap. Such “core”
states were first imaged by Hess et al. using low tempera-
ture scanning tunneling microscopy [3]. In the high tem-
perature superconductors (HTSC) the zero magnetic field
OP is believed to have mainly a dx22y2 symmetry [4–7]
and is therefore not uniform in k space but instead has
four nodes [8]. The electronic structure of vortex cores
in a superconductor with such an unconventional OP has
attracted much attention, both theoretical [9–27] and ex-
perimental [28–31], since it serves as a coherence-length
scale ��10 Å� probe of the condensate structure.

Evidence for low energy vortex core states in
YBa2Cu3O72x (YBCO) was first provided by infrared ab-
sorption experiments [28]. Pioneering STM experiments
on YBCO by Maggio-Aprile et al. directly identified
vortex core states at energies of 65.5 meV by tunneling
spectroscopy [29]. Similar states were not, however,
observed by STM in Bi2Sr2CaCu2O81d (BSCCO) vortex
cores [30–31].

Here we report new STM experiments which demon-
strate the existence of low energy states associated with the
vortex cores in BSCCO. Two different types of as-grown
BSCCO single crystals were used. The first set, grown
by the directional solidification technique, has a transi-
tion temperature Tc � 87 K, a transition width of 5 K,
and contains scattering centers at a density of 0.3%, while
the second set, grown by the floating zone technique, has
a very dilute ��0.3%� doping concentration of Zn atoms
acting as impurity scatterers, a Tc of 84 K, and a transi-
tion width of 4 K. All samples are cleaved in cryogenic
ultrahigh vacuum at 4.2 K and immediately inserted into
the STM head [32].

In addition to topographic imaging, STM can be used to
map the electronic density of states (DOS) on the surface
0031-9007�00�85(7)�1536(4)$15.00
at energy E � eV by measuring the differential tunneling
conductance G at sample bias V as a function of position.
When studied in zero magnetic field, images of only the
impurity scattering resonances [33–35] appear in a zero-
bias conductance map. Figure 1(a) is such an image and
shows the impurity resonances as dark features with di-
ameter �30 Å. However, after application of a magnetic
field perpendicular to the surface, additional features asso-
ciated with the magnetic vortices appear in the zero-bias
DOS map. An example of the tunneling spectrum mea-
sured at the center of such a feature is shown in Fig. 2,
along with spectra from both a weak [33] and strong [35]
impurity resonance, and from a “regular” superconducting
region [36].

Comparisons between the spectra in Fig. 2 reveal two
remarkable phenomena. First, the spectrum at the vortex
core center shows complete suppression of both coher-
ence peaks at the superconducting gap edge, indicative of
a strongly suppressed OP in this region. This suppres-
sion is highly local, with recovery of the coherence peaks
occurring within only �10 Å from the center. Further-
more, it is not, as in conventional superconductors [3], ac-
companied by a complete transfer of spectral weight to
a zero-bias conductance peak (ZBCP). Second, the spec-
trum measured at the vortex core center shows additional
states with energies near V � 67 meV, as indicated by
the arrows in Fig. 2. We refer to these states as core states,
without implication that they are necessarily of the Caroli–
de Gennes type [2]. They are easily distinguishable as a
spectral feature only within a few angstroms of the vor-
tex center. Because of their small DOS magnitude (about
15% of the normal state density of states), the appearance
of these states can be perturbed by the presence of even a
weak impurity resonance.

The low energy spectra at the impurities and vortices
are sufficiently distinct from each other that the scattering
resonances and the vortex cores can be independently im-
aged. This can be done by taking simultaneous DOS maps
at zero bias and at the core state energy �67 mV�, respec-
tively. For example, Fig. 1(b) is measured at V � 7 mV in
© 2000 The American Physical Society
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FIG. 1. (a) A DOS map of a 120 nm square field of view,
measured at zero sample bias in zero magnetic field, shows the
impurity scattering resonances. (b) A DOS map, measured on
the same 120 nm square field of view as Fig. 1(a) at sample bias
V � 7 mV in B � 7.25 T shows about 50 regions of increased
DOS associated with vortices. The apparent shape of the vortices
varies from vortex to vortex, probably due to the influence of
impurities and other inhomogeneities in the crystal. The vortex
solid appears highly disordered. Comparison with (a) shows that
vortices are often found at the sites of impurities, which appear
to act as pin sites. Arrows indicate the locations of vortices
remote from any scattering resonance.

a magnetic field of 7.25 T on the identical area as Fig. 1(a)
and contains regions of enhanced DOS with apparent ra-
dius near 60 Å, associated with vortices.

In a 215 nm square field of view, typically 170 6 10
vortices (identified by 7 mV DOS mapping) appear when
B � 7 T. Imaging such large numbers of vortices not only
allows a statistically robust identification of the phase of
the vortex solid, but also allows Voronoi diagram analysis
[37] for the accurate determination of the flux f associated
with each vortex. For all field strengths and all crystals
studied, the resulting value is f � 2.1�1� 3 10215 T m2,
consistent with a single magnetic flux quantum. Thus,
DOS imaging at the core state energy efficiently identifies
the vortices, and, conversely, this implies that the 67 meV
states are associated with all vortex cores in BSCCO.
FIG. 2. Differential tunneling conductance spectra taken at dif-
ferent locations. The top two spectra, taken at the center of a
Zn impurity resonance (strong) and an impurity resonance of
unknown source (weak), respectively, show a peak in the DOS
just below the Fermi energy �� 21.5 mV�. The third spectrum,
taken on a “regular” (free of impurity resonances and magnetic
vortices) part of the surface, shows a superconducting energy gap
with D � 32 mV. The bottom spectrum, taken at the center of
a vortex core, shows two local maxima at 67 mV, as indicated
by the two solid arrows. In addition, both coherence peaks at the
gap edge are completely suppressed. All curves were obtained
at 4.2 K using a lock-in technique. The junction resistance was
set to 1 GV at Vsample � 2200 mV, and the 447.3 Hz lock-
in modulation had an amplitude of 500 mVrms. The curves are
offset by 0.75 nS for clarity.

The ability to independently map vortex and impurity
locations allows one to study interactions between them.
For example, by comparing Figs. 1(a) and 1(b), one can
see that in regions of high (low) impurity density the den-
sity of vortices is also high (low). This can be seen more
clearly in the Zn doped crystals which have stronger scat-
tering impurities. In Fig. 3 the positions of impurity states
at Zn atoms (�30 Å diameter dark dots) are shown and
the positions of vortex cores (identified by simultaneous
17 mV spectroscopic mapping) are overlaid as 60 Å di-
ameter open circles. Fifty percent of the circles represent-
ing the vortices contain at least one impurity resonance.
Since the probability of such a coincidence between uncor-
related distributions is at least 43 smaller, apparently the
Zn impurity atoms provide attractive potentials for pinning
of the vortices and their random distribution is a source for
the disorder in the vortex solid.

The simultaneous mapping technique also allows the
study of vortex phenomena uninfluenced by impurities. To
do so, we focus on vortices whose centers are more than
150 Å from the nearest impurity site. To further reduce
the influence of the scattering resonances on the measure-
ments of vortex core properties we study the 17 meV core
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FIG. 3. A DOS map of a 215 nm square portion of a Zn-
doped sample. This map, taken at V � 0, shows the location of
approximately 430 Zn impurity states (which appear as roughly
30 Å diameter dark dots). The overlaid dark circles of diameter
60 Å represent vortices (about 170 in the field of view) whose
locations were identified in a simultaneously obtained 7 mV
DOS map. Data were obtained in a magnetic field of B � 7 T
at T � 4.2 K, using the same lock-in parameters as in Fig. 2.

states since this energy is farther from the typical scatter-
ing resonance energy of 21.5 meV.

For these isolated vortices, the radial dependence of the
core state DOS, GCS�r�, is found as follows. First, the
measured differential conductance GM�r , f� is averaged
over the azimuthal angle f to give GM�r�. The result-
ing curve is normalized to 1 at r � 0 to account for dif-
ferences in measurement conditions between experimental
runs (e.g., tip-sample separation). Then, an exponential
decay [38] plus offset of the form G` 1 A exp�2r�r0�
is fit to each GM�r� between r � 10 Å and r � 75 Å. The
offset G` is the expected nonzero DOS of a d-wave super-
conductor at finite energy (i.e., 7 meV). It is subtracted as
a background from the data to yield the radial dependence
of the additional core state DOS GCS�r� � GM�r� 2 G`.
Remarkably, for all vortices studied, the exponential fit pa-
rameters for GCS�r� are indistinguishable within the error
bars, showing a decay length r0 � 22 6 3 Å. We show,
as open circles in Fig. 4, the averaged value of GCS�r�
for 6 isolated vortices [three as indicated by arrows in
Fig. 1(b) and three others from Zn-doped samples] along
with the resulting exponential fit which shows good agree-
ment over the whole range when r . 10 Å.

Similar analyses were also carried out on large num-
bers of vortices which are apparently pinned at impurity
sites. For radii smaller than about 20 Å the GCS�r� vary
dramatically due to the DOS perturbations from the impu-
rity resonances. However, when the azimuthally averaged
data from these pinned vortices (shown as solid triangles
in Fig. 4) are fit to an exponential plus an offset for dis-
tances between 20 and 75 Å from the center of the vortex,
their GCS�r� again all exhibit an exponential decay length
of 22 6 3 Å. This indicates that, at large distances from
1538
FIG. 4. Semilog plot of the azimuthally averaged differen-
tial conductance GCS�r� � GM�r� 2 G` at V � 17 mV ver-
sus distance r from the center of a vortex. Two sets of data are
displayed. The open circles are extracted from high-resolution
conductance maps of six different vortices which were well iso-
lated from impurity resonance sites. The solid triangles are from
ten different vortices found centered at impurity sites. In both
cases the differential conductance has been averaged over azi-
muthal angles, normalized, and then averaged over all data sets.
The solid line is an exponential fit and gives a decay length of
22 6 3 Å,

the pinning site, core states of pinned vortices are indistin-
guishable from those of unpinned vortices.

The apparent shape of the core state DOS varies, prob-
ably due to inhomogeneities in the material. To study the
angular dependence of the core states we measure varia-
tions in GCS�r , f� � GM�r , f� 2 G` for each unpinned
vortex. It is found that the variation of GCS�r� with f

can be as high as 25% of the averaged value of the fit, but is
random and has no reproducible fourfold symmetry and no
preferential register to the gap node directions. Since such
fourfold symmetric, low energy DOS features are seen at
impurity scattering resonances in these Zn-doped samples
[34], their absence here is significant.

The theoretical analyses of HTSC vortex cores contain
discussions of several different scenarios. In the first, a
BCS-type OP with pure dx22y2 symmetry results in “ex-
tended” quasiparticle states, characterized by a power law
decay of their DOS with r , a fourfold symmetric shape
oriented with the nodal directions, and a ZBCP at the
core center [12,16,17,21]. This picture does not appear
to be consistent with our observations. In another BCS-
type scenario, a secondary OP component of a differ-
ent symmetry is generated locally by the magnetic field
and the resultant pair potential (with symmetry dx22y2 1

is or dx22y2 1 idxy , for example) no longer has nodes
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[10,11,14,15,17,18,21,23,26]. This can result in bound
quasiparticle core states which decay exponentially with
r . Because of the disappearance of the nodes, their DOS
should be much more azimuthally symmetric than the ex-
tended states of the first scenario.

HTSC vortex cores have also been studied using non-
BCS models. Predictions of insulating vortex cores in
SO(5) theory [22], and in spin-charge separated models
[25] are not apparently consistent with the observations.
Some t-J model calculations have predicted a ZBCP split
by an induced s-wave OP [19,20]. Recently a t-J model
with Coulomb interaction has predicted weak, low energy
core states, and their exponential decay [26], also in agree-
ment with our observations.

When our measurements in BSCCO are compared with
existing experimental STM data for vortex cores in YBCO
[29], the observed phenomena appear to be quite similar.
In both cases, there are no zero bias conductance peaks (as
was previously reported for BSCCO [29–31]), particle-
hole symmetric low energy core states appear at 65.5 mV
(YBCO) and 67 mV (BSCCO), the vortex diameter is
about 60 Å, and fourfold symmetry is not observed. Thus,
it seems that a common phenomenology for vortices in the
two major HTSC materials has now been identified.

In conclusion, we report the first observation of finite
energy core states in BSCCO vortices and the first demon-
stration in any HTSC system of spectroscopic imaging of
vortices by using the core states themselves. We show how
spectroscopic imaging at the different energies character-
istic of impurity states and vortices allows discrimination
between their intrinsic properties and those due to interac-
tions. The properties of the core state DOS appear not to
be consistent with extended core states at zero energy in
a pure dx22y2 OP. They may, however, be consistent with
quasiparticle states bound in vortex cores whose order pa-
rameter is locally nodeless due to the magnetic field.
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